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Association with microtubules inhibits the fission of mi-1

tochondria in Schizosachharomyces pombe. Here we show2

that this attachment of mitochondria to microtubules is an3

important cell intrinsic factor in determining division sym-4

metry as well as maintaining polarity. By comparing mutant5

cells that exhibited enhanced attachment and no attachment6

of mitochondria to microtubules (Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ re-7

spectively), we show that microtubules in these mutants dis-8

played aberrant dynamics compared to wild-type cells, which9

resulted in errors in nuclear positioning. This translated to10

cell division asymmetry in a significant proportion of both11

Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. So too, microtubule pivoting12

was enhanced in both mitochondrial mutants, resulting in a13

fraction of the cells in these populations displaying polarity14

defects. The asymmetric division in Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆15

cells resulted in unequal distribution of mitochondria, with16

the daughter cell that received more mitochondria growing17

faster than the other daughter. Taken together, we show the18

existence of homeostatic feedback controls between mito-19

chondria and microtubules in fission yeast, which directly in-20

fluence mitochondrial partitioning and thereby, cell growth.21
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Introduction25

Symmetric cell division is the hallmark of most eukaryotic26

cells. Fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) is a rod-27

shaped, unicellular eukaryote that divides symmetrically dur-28

ing mitosis (1). A single cell grows by polarised tip exten-29

sion from about 7µm to 14µm in length. Once the cell has30

grown to 14µm in length, cells cease to grow and proceed31

to divide by assembling an actomyosin contractile ring at the32

geometrical centre of the cell (2, 3). Subsequently, the two33

daughter cells formed post mitosis are of equal length. Due34

to their ability to divide medially and produce identically-35

sized daughter cells, fission yeast is a powerful tool in cell36

cycle research.37

One of the key players involved in ensuring symmetric38

division in fission yeast has been identified to be the micro-39

tubule (MT) cytoskeleton (4). A typical fission yeast cell40

contains an average of three to five MT bundles that emanate41

from nucleators embedded in the nuclear envelope, and are42

positioned along the long axis of the cell (5). The pushing43

forces of the individual bundles against the cell periphery in44

an interphase cell ensure the medial placement of the nucleus45

(4). This medial placement enables positioning of the divi-46

sion plane at the centre of the cell (6). As a result, attenuat-47

ing the dynamics of MTs causes severe cell division defects.48

Similarly, polarised growth in S. pombe is enabled by the de-49

position of growth factors at cell tips by kinesin-like motor50

proteins and MT +TIP proteins (7, 8). Perturbation of MT51

dynamics therefore results in polarity defects.52

Contrary to their depiction in textbooks, mitochondria53

are not discrete, static entities, but rather a network of tubules54

that are in an equilibrium between fission and fusion. This55

balance between fission and fusion is essential for proper mi-56

tochondrial function, with dysfunction being associated with57

several cellular metabolic defects (9). The dynamin-related58

GTPase Drp1 (Dnm1 in yeast) is the major mitochondrial fis-59

sion protein, whereas two sets of GTPases Mfn1/2 and Opa160

bring about fusion of the outer membrane and inner mem-61

brane of the mitochondria respectively (10–12). Dnm1 is cy-62

tosolic but assembles as rings around the mitochondrial outer63

membrane and undergoes GTP hydrolysis to effect constric-64

tion and eventual scission of mitochondria (13, 14). In the65

absence of Dnm1, mitochondria exist as a single, long net-66

work that spans the entire cell, but remains attached to the67

MT (15).68

In fission yeast, mitochondria are also bound to the MTs69

via the linker protein Mmb1 (16). In recent work, we showed70

that the absence of Mmb1 results in mitochondrial fragmen-71

tation due to the inability of Dnm1 to assemble around mito-72

chondria bound to MTs (17). In cells with shorter MTs than73

normal, we observed several shorter mitochondria, whereas74

in cells with longer MTs than wild-type (WT), we observed75

fewer, longer mitochondria. Importantly, the total mitochon-76

drial volume between the WT cells and mutant strains with77

shorter or longer MTs was conserved, indicating that the pre-78

dominant result of altered MT dynamics was a change in mi-79

tochondrial morphology. We therefore established a causal80

link between MT dynamics and mitochondrial morphology81

(17).82

Here, we explored the outcome of altered mitochondrial83

form, and thereby their attachment to MTs in context of cell84

division and polarity. We observed that both Dnm1∆ and85

Mmb1∆ cells displayed increased asymmetric cell division,86

as well as polarity defects. We set out to investigate the mech-87
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Fig. 1. Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells exhibit asymmetric cell division. A, Maximum intensity projected images of MTs in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ (strains L972,
FY7143, KI001, G5B, Dnm1∆ and VA069, see Table S1), with the cell division plane (dashed line) indicated with the black arrowheads. B, Schematic of the method employed
to measure cell length and area asymmetries. C, Plot of asymmetry in cell lengths between the daughter cells in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. D, Plot of asymmetry
in cell areas between the daughter cells in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. E, Plot of daughter cell area in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. In C, D and E,
the asterisks represent significance (**** = p<10-4 and *** = p<2x10-4 respectively), Kruskal-Wallis test for non-parametric data.

anism by which alteration of mitochondrial form resulted in88

these cellular homeostasis defects.89

Results90

A significant proportion of Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells91

divide asymmetrically. Cells lacking the mitochondrial fis-92

sion protein Dnm1 contain a single long mitochondrial net-93

work ((15), Fig S1A). This long mitochondrion was attached94

to MTs along the length of the cell, such that when MTs95

were depolymerised using MBC (methyl-2-benzimidazole-96

carbamate), we observed recoiling of the mitochondrial net-97

work (Fig. S1B, Video S1). This evinced that there was98

an enhanced attachment of mitochondria to MTs in Dnm1∆99

cells. On the other hand, cells lacking the mitochondria-MT100

linker protein Mmb1 do not associate with MTs (16). In101

our previous work, we showed that this dissociation of mi-102

tochondria from MTs results in fragmentation of the mito-103

chondrial network (Fig. S1A, (17)). When we followed di-104

viding Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells, we observed that ~15%105

of these cells exhibited asymmetry in both cell length and106

cell area during division, compared to ~5% in WT cells107

(Fig. 1). Accordingly, the daughter cells in Dnm1∆ and108

Mmb1∆ background were also distributed across a larger109

range of areas than the WT cells (Fig. 1E). This high de-110

gree of asymmetry during division is similar to the pheno-111

type in Klp4∆ (MT-stabilising kinesin-like protein (18), Fig.112

1), Pom1∆ (polarity-determining protein kinase (19), Fig.113

S1C, D) which are known to exhibit asymmetry in division114

as well as cell polarity defects. Cells lacking the heteromeric115

kinesin-8 Klp5/6 have longer MTs and mitochondria than116

WT (17), and therefore also have increased attachment of117

mitochondria to MTs. Klp5/6∆ cells also showed increased118

asymmetric division compared to WT cells (Fig. S1C, D).119

We asked if the asymmetry could have arisen due to de-120

fects in mitochondrial function in the mutant cells. To an-121

swer this question, we quantified the proportion of asymme-122

try in dividing rho0 cells. rho0 cells lack mtDNA, relying123

primarily on glycolysis for ATP production, and therefore124

grow slower on fermentable carbon sources (20). We did125

not observe significant differences in cell division asymme-126

try between WT and rho0 cells (Fig. S1C, D). Mitochondrial127

form is also linked to reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels,128
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Fig. 2. Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells exhibit cell polarity defects. A, Bright-field images of representative WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (strains L972, FY7143,
KI001, G5B, Dnm1∆ and VA069, see Table S1). The arrowheads point to polarity defects. B, Schematic describing the method used to quantify curvature of the cell. C, Plot
of mean curvature (solid lines) in dividing WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. The shaded region represents the standard deviation. D, Plot of total curvature of the cell
in dividing WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells.The asterisks (****) represent p<10-4, Kruskal-Wallis test for non-parametric data.

with fragmented mitochondria producing increased ROS and129

fused mitochondria producing reduced ROS (21). However,130

we did not see a difference in mitochondrial ROS in mutants131

with altered mitochondrial morphology (17). So too, trans-132

formation of Dnm1∆ cells with Dnm1 restored mitochon-133

drial form (17) and also symmetry in daughter cell length134

and area during division (Fig. S1C, D).135

Mitochondrial morphology mutants exhibit cell polar-136

ity defects. In addition to changes in the cell division sym-137

metry, we observed that a large proportion of Dnm1∆ and138

Mmb1∆ cells showed aberrant polarity. Typical WT fission139

yeast cells have two defined poles, and therefore two areas140

of high curvature along the perimeter of the cell (Fig. 2A, B141

and C). However, interphase and diving cells in both Dnm1∆142

and Mmb1∆ backgrounds exhibited aberrant polarities (Fig.143

2A,2C, S1E). While most Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells con-144

tained two defined poles, several cells exhibited additional145

poles, as evinced by the higher standard deviation in the po-146

sition of the poles in these cells (Fig. 2C, S1E). Klp4∆ and147

Pom1∆ cells showed a large variation in the pole location due148

to the severe polarity defects that are expected in these mu-149

tants (Fig. 2A, D, S1F). We further measured the polarity in150

WT and mutant cells by summing the total curvature of cells151

- in this scenario, cells with enhanced polarity defects would152

have a net curvature that is higher than WT cells. Indeed, we153

observed that both Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells had total cur-154

vatures that were significantly higher than that of WT cells155

(Fig. 2D). Again, Klp4∆ and Pom1∆ cells served as posi-156

tive controls (Fig. 2D, S1F), and reintroduction of Dnm1 to157

Dnm1∆ cells restored normal polarity (Fig. S1F). In contrast158

to the trends seen for cell division asymmetry, we noted that159

Klp5/6∆ cells did not exhibit polarity defects, whereas rho0
160

cells did (Fig. S1F).161

Microtubule dynamics are altered in mitochondrial162

morphology mutants. Nuclear positioning in S. pombe is163

effected by pushing forces of growing MTs against the cell164

poles (4). Since there are around equal numbers of MT bun-165

dles on either side, the nucleus largely remains in the centre166

of the cell and this central location of the nucleus is essen-167

tial in dictating the future cell division plane. Fission yeast168

MT mutants, such as Klp4∆ and Klp5/6∆, have altered MT169

dynamics, and therefore mis-center the nucleus, leading to a170

large proportion of asymmetrically dividing cells (Fig. 1C,171

D, S1C, D). We asked whether Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells172

displayed asymmetry in cell division due to altered MT dy-173

namics. Mmb1∆ cells have been described to have more174

dynamic MTs than WT cells (16). So too, Dnm1∆ cells175

required a higher concentration of the MT-depolymerising176

drug TBZ to completely abrogate MTs (15), indicating higher177

MT stability. We measured the MT polymerisation rate, de-178

polymerisation rate and MT elongation time in WT, Klp4∆,179

Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (Fig. 3A), and observed that MTs180

in Dnm1∆ cells had an unaltered polymerisation rate (Fig.181

3B), reduced depolymerisation rate (Fig. 3C) and increased182

elongation time (reduced catastrophe frequency) compared183

to WT cells (Fig. 3D). On the other hand, Mmb1∆ cells had184

MTs with increased depolymerisation rate (Fig. 3C). As ex-185

pected, Klp4∆ cells exhibited reduced MT depolymerisation186

rate and polymerisation rate compared to WT cells (Fig. 3A,187

B and C). These results indicated that the association of mito-188

chondria with MTs enhanced MT stability, whereas the lack189

of association reduced MT stability. We confirmed that these190

results were not an artefact of the levels of tubulin expres-191

sion in these cells by comparing the total intensity of tubulin192

among the strains employed (Fig S2A).193

The nucleus is highly dynamic in mitochondrial mor-194

phology mutants. Since the nuclear position prior to onset195

of mitosis determines the future site of division (4), we set196

out to ask if the altered MT dynamics in the mitochondrial197

morphology mutants changed the nuclear dynamics in these198

cells. We observed that unlike WT cells, the nucleus was199

highly dynamic in both Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (Fig. 4A,200

Video S2). As a result, the excursions of the nucleus from the201
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Fig. 3. MT depolymerisation rate is aberrant in Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. A, Maximum intensity-projected images (left) of MTs from the first frame of time-lapse videos
of representative WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (strains VA112, G5B, VA110 and VA113, see Table S1), and the corresponding kymographs (right) of the MTs
indicated with the square brace. Green lines indicate MT polymerisation, magenta lines indicate MT depolymerisation and the arrowheads point to catastrophe events. B,
Plot of MT polymerisation rates in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (mean ± S.D.: 2.9 ± 1.2, 1.7 ± 0.6, 2.8197 ± 0.7, and 3.0 ± 1.3 µm/min respectively). C,
Plot of MT depolymerisation rates in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (mean ± S.D.: 7.8 ± 2.7, 5.0 ± 2.1, 6.7 ± 2.3, and 9.0 ± 2.9 µm/min respectively). D, Plot
of MT elongation times in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (mean ± S.D.: 2.4 ± 0.7, 2.0 ± 0.9, 3.2 ± 1.1, and 2.7 ± 0.8 min respectively). The reciprocal of the
MT elongation time gives the MT catastrophe rate. In B, C and D, the asterisks represent significance (**** = p<10-4 and * = p<11x10-3 respectively), and ’ns’ indicates no
significant difference using Kruskal-Wallis test for non-parametric data and ordinary one-way ANOVA for parametric data.

cell centre were significantly higher in Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆202

cells than in WT cells (Fig. 4B). We confirmed that the nu-203

cleus moved more as a result of the altered MT dynamics by204

visualising the nuclear dynamics in cells devoid of MT (Fig.205

S2B). As expected, we measured negligible movement of the206

nucleus in the absence of MTs. So too, the short MTs in207

Klp4∆ cells typically do not contact the cell end (17, 18),208

and therefore does not result in a pushing force to move the209

nucleus. This was reflected in the reduced movement of the210

nucleus (Fig. 4A, Video S2), and increased distance of the211

Klp4∆ nuclei from the cell centre (Fig. 4B). Occasionally,212

we observed Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells that had inherited213

few or no mitochondria from the mother cell. Remarkably,214

the nuclei in these cells exhibited dramatic movements, reit-215

erating that MT instability could be effected by lack of mito-216

chondrial attachment (Fig. S2C, D, Video S3). Additionally,217

in these cells that inherited few or no mitochondria, the net218

cytoplasmic viscosity was likely reduced due to the lack of219

an organelle that occupies upto 35% of the yeast cell vol-220

ume (22), which could have also contributed to the increased221

movement of the nucleus.222

Microtuble pivoting is enhanced in mitochondrial mor-223

phology mutants. We next turned our attention back to the224

polarity defect phenotype that we observed in the mitochon-225

drial morphology mutants. Polarity in fission yeast is a com-226

plex process that is specified by the delivery of growth fac-227

tors to the cell poles primarily by the activity of MT-based228

kinesin-like proteins and +TIP binding proteins (7, 8). There-229

fore, in typical WT cells with MTs oriented and growing230

along the long axis of the cell, the cell only grows along this231

axis. We hypothesised that in the mitochondrial morphology232

mutants the enhanced or absence of attachment of mitochon-233

dria to MTs resulted in altered MT pivoting. This pivoting234

could lead to the deposition of growth factors in locations235

other than along the long axis of the cell. To test this, we236

visualised and measured the angle of MT bundles between237

one frame and the next in time-lapse videos of fluorescently-238

labeled MTs in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (Fig.239

5A, B, Video S4). We observed that while Klp4∆ cells240

that are known to show polarity defects also exhibited an in-241

creased median in pivoting of MTs between frames, Dnm1∆242

and Mmb1∆ cells did not. However, both mitochondrial243
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Fig. 4. Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells exhibit enhanced nuclear movement. A, Maximum intensity-projected images (left) of the nucleus from the first frame of time-lapse
videos of representative WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells (strains VA102, VA111, VA103 and VA104, see Table S1), and the corresponding kymographs (right) of the
nuclear movement. B, Cumulative density function (CDF) of the distance of the nucleus from the cell centre for each time point of the time-lapse videos of nuclei in WT,
Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. The asterisks (****) represent p<10-4, Kruskal-Wallis test for non-parametric data.

morphology mutants had much higher deviations in MT piv-244

oting than WT (Fig. 5B). Shorter MTs typically pivot more245

than longer MTs (23). However, when we visualised individ-246

ual MTs pivoting during their lifetime (growth or shrinkage),247

we observed that the mutants exhibited angles that were fur-248

ther from the long axis of the cell than WT (Fig. 5C). We249

next asked if MTs of comparable lengths pivoted more in the250

mitochondrial morphology mutants than WT cells. Indeed, at251

shorter MT lengths, Mmb1∆ cells pivoted much more than252

WT cells (Fig. 5C), whereas Dnm1∆ cells displayed slightly253

higher pivoting angles than WT cells at longer MT lengths254

(Fig. 5D). These difference in MT pivoting in the mutants255

likely resulted in the polarity defects we observed.256

Mitochondrial partitioning is asymmetric in mitochon-257

drial morphology mutants. Finally, we probed the conse-258

quence of asymmetric division of mutant cells on the par-259

titioning of mitochondria. Mitochondria undergo indepen-260

dent segregation in fission yeast, with cell division symme-261

try aiding the equitable partitioning of mitochondria between262

daughter cells (17). We measured the amount of mitochon-263

dria in dividing WT and mutant cells (Fig. 6A), and observed264

that mitochondria were partitioned in proportion to the cell265

area, indicating that independent segregation was still likely266

active in the mutants (Fig. 6B). However, since a signifi-267

cant proportion of cells underwent asymmetric division in the268

mutants, mitochondria were also partitioned unequally be-269

tween daughter cells (Fig. 6C). We tested the outcome of270

such asymmetric partitioning of mitochondria in a represen-271

tative Dnm1∆ cell that underwent asymmetric cell division272

and observed that the smaller daughter cell grew slower than273

the larger daughter cell upon division, likely due to inheri-274

tance of a smaller volume of mitochondria (Fig. S3, Video275

S5).276

Discussion277

The interplay of mitochondria and MTs has been implicated278

in maintaining cellular homeostasis. Here, we first identi-279

fied that alteration of mitochondrial form and thereby, at-280

tachment of mitochondria to MTs resulted in higher rates of281

incidence of asymmetry in typically symmetrically-dividing282

fission yeast cells. We showed that this asymmetry resulted283

from changes in MT depolymerisation rate and catastrophe284

frequency when the association of mitochondria to MTs was285

either enhanced or absent compared to WT cells. In meta-286

zoans, mitochondria rely on microtubules for their transport287

and positioning (24). Further, MTs in metazoans have been288

demonstrated to effect changes in gene expression owing to289

their link with the nuclear membrane via the LINC (linker290

of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton) complex (25). It would291

be interesting to see if a change in mitochondrial form or at-292

tachment to MTs has a similar effect on MT dynamics, and293

therefore cell fate in metazoans.294

In addition to altered MT dynamics, cells with longer or295

shorter mitochondria also exhibited changes in MT pivoting.296

Shorter MTs pivot more due to the reduced force required for297

their pivoting (23). Here, we observed that MTs pivoted more298

in Mmb1∆ cells, where mitochondria are detached from299

MTs - in WT cells, the attachment of mitochondria to MTs300

likely presented a barrier to pivoting, which was removed in301

Mmb1∆ cells. MTs would therefore likely be present in ori-302

entations other than the long axis, leading to growth along303

these aberrant orientations. On the other hand, we also ob-304

served that MTs (especially longer MTs) in Dnm1∆ cells305

also showed a slightly higher pivoting. Combined with the306

reduced catastrophe frequency in Dnm1∆ MTs, this likely307

lead to deposition of growth factors at locations other than308

the cell poles in a fraction of cells.309

The perturbation of MT dynamics in fission yeast mu-310

tants with altered mitochondrial form resulted in increased311

nuclear movements, which gave rise to nuclear positioning312

that was offset from the cell centre. Since fission yeast relies313
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Fig. 5. MTs undergo increased pivoting in Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. A, Montage of maximum intensity-projected images of MTs in a representative WT cell (strain
VA112, see Table S1). The position of the MT at time 0s is indicated with the dashed magenta line in the image of time 9s, that in time 9s with the dashed magenta line
in the image of time 18s and so on. B, Plot of MT pivoting per frame in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. While the data are not significantly different for Dnm1∆
and Mmb1∆ cells compared to WT, the spread of the data is much higher in Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. C, Plot of MT angle with respect to the long axis of the cell versus
MT length in WT, Klp4∆, Dnm1∆ and Mmb1∆ cells. D, Plot of the data in B binned by MT length. In B and C, the asterisks (****) represent p<10-8 and ’ns’ indicates no
significant difference compared to WT using Levene’s test for equal variance for non-parametric data.

on the nuclear position prior to mitosis to dictate the eventual314

cell division plane, mutants with altered mitochondrial form315

exhibited more instances of asymmetric cell division com-316

pared to WT cells.317

Fission yeast as well as other metazoans have been doc-318

umented to follow independent segregation to partition mito-319

chondria among daughter cells during mitosis (17, 26). Inde-320

pendent segregation relies on the presence of a large ’copy321

number’ of mitochondria present in the mother cell so as322

to reduce the partitioning error (27). Given large enough323

copy numbers of mitochondria, positioning the division plane324

roughly at the cell centre ensures equitable distribution of325

mitochondria in daughter cells. In Mmb1∆ and Dnm1∆326

cells, due to the asymmetry observed in a significant propor-327

tion of cells, mitochondrial partitioning between the daugh-328

ters though equitable, resulted in cells with very few mito-329

chondria compared to the rest of the population. These cells330

that contained fewer mitochondria grew slower, and therefore331

would likely be out-competed by other cells. However, be-332

cause the reduction in mitochondria resulted from altered MT333

dynamics, asymmetric cell division and thereby again daugh-334

ter cells with fewer mitochondria, would persist in future di-335

vision cycles. Dnm1∆ cells have previously been shown to336

have retarded growth rates (28), which could be attributed to337

the unequal partitioning of mitochondria following asymmet-338

ric cell division in a significant proportion of these cells.339

Conclusion340

In conclusion, MT dynamics and mitochondrial form and at-341

tachment were found to be fine-tuned to be in a ’Goldilocks342

zone’ in fission yeast whereby symmetric cell division could343

be achieved and polarity could be maintained. Any deviation344

from this narrow range resulted in asymmetric cell division345

and polarity defects. Additionally, cellular homeostasis re-346

lied on the feedback between MTs and mitochondria, with347

the mitochondria dictating its own partitioning via changes348

in its form. In future, it will be interesting to understand the349

fate of cells that inherited fewer mitochondria, and if simi-350

lar feedback mechanisms exist between the cytoskeleton and351

other intracellular compartments.352

Materials and Methods353

Strains and media. The fission yeast strains used in this354

study are listed in Table S1. All the strains were grown in355

yeast extract medium or Edinburgh minimal medium (EMM)356

with appropriate supplements at a temperature of 30◦C (1).357
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Construction of strains. Strain VA064 was constructed by358

transforming Dnm1Δ with pREP41-Dnm1 (Dnm1 untagged359

plasmid). Similarly, strain VA102 was constructed by cross-360

ing PT1650 (h+ cox4-GFP:leu1 ade6-M210 ura4-D18; see361

Table S1) with JCF4627 (h- ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18362

his3-D1 hht1-mRFP-hygMX6; see Table S1) while strain363

VA103 was constructed by crossing VA077 (h- dnm1::kanr364

leu1-32ade-(ura+)cox4-GFP:leu1 ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-365

D18; see Table S1) with VA101 (h+ hht1-mRFP-hygMX6366

cox4-GFP:leu1 ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18; see Table367

S1). Strain VA104 was constructed by crossing VA080368

(h- mmb1Δ:Kanr cox4-GFP:leu2 mCherry-atb2:Hygr ade6-369

m210 leu1-32 ura4-d18; see Table S1) with VA101 (h+ hht1-370

mRFP-hygMX6 cox4-GFP:leu1 ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-371

D18; see Table S1). Strain VA110 was constructed by372

crossing VA109 (h+ dnm1Δ::kanr leu1-32ade-(ura+) ura4-373

Δ18 leu1::GFP-atb2+:ura4+; see Table S1) with JCF4627374

(h- ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1 hht1-mRFP-375

hygMX6). Strain VA111 was constructed by crossing VA102376

(h- hht1-mRFP-hygMX6 cox4-GFP:leu1 ade6-M210 leu1-377

32 ura4-D18; see Table S1) with MCI438 (h+ tea2d:his3 ade6378

leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1; see Table S1). Strain VA112379

was constructed by crossing JCF4627 (h- ade6-M210 leu1-380

32 ura4-D18 his3-D1 hht1-mRFP-hygMX6; see Table S1)381

with VA106 (h+ ura4-Δ18 leu1::GFP-atb2+:ura4+; see Ta-382

ble S1). Strain VA113 was constructed by crossing VA112383

(h+ hht1-mRFP-hygMX6 ura4-Δ18 leu1::GFP-atb2+:ura4+384

ade6-M210 leu1-32 his3-D1; see Table S1) with VA078 (h+385

mmb1Δ:Kanr; see Table S1).386

Plasmid transformation. Transformation of strains was387

carried out using the improved protocol for rapid transfor-388

mation of fission yeast as described previously (17).389

Preparation of yeast for imaging. For imaging, fission390

yeast cells were grown overnight in a shaking incubator at391

30◦C. The following day the cells were washed once with392

distilled water and thrice with EMM. The cells were then393

allowed to adhere on lectin-coated (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog394

number L2380) 35-mm confocal dishes (SPL Life Sciences,395

cat. number 100350) for 20 min. Unattached cells were re-396

moved by washing with EMM.397

Microscopy. Confocal microscopy was carried out in Fig.398

1A, 2A, 6A, S1B, S2C and S3A using the InCell Analyzer-399

6000 (GE Healthcare) with a 60x air objective 0.95 numer-400

ical aperture (NA) objective fitted with an sCMOS camera.401

For GFP and RFP imaging, 488 and 561 nm laser lines and402

525/20 and 605/52 nm bandpass emission filters, respec-403

tively, were used. Spinning disk confocal microscopy was404

carried out in Fig. 3A, 4A, 5A and S1A using the Eclipse405

Ti2-E (Nikon) with a 100× oil-immersion 1.49 NA objective406

fitted with an EMCCD camera (iXon Ultra-897; Andor). For407

GFP and RFP imaging, 488 and 561 nm laser lines (Toptica)408

and 525/20 and 605/52 nm bandpass emission filters, respec-409

tively, were used.410

MT polymerisation, depolymerisation rates and MT piv-411

oting in Fig. 3B and 5A were obtained by imaging Z-stacks412

(7 slices with step size 1 µm) acquired every 3 s for 5 min.413

MT elongation times in Fig. 3D were imaged using Z-stacks414

(7 slices with step size 1 µm) acquired every 7 s for 10 min.415

Short term nuclear dynamics in Fig. 4A were imaged using416

Z-stacks (7 slices with step size 1 µm) acquired every 20 s417

for 20 min while long-term nuclear dynamics in Fig. S2C418

were imaged using Z-stacks (5 slices with step size 0.5 µm)419

every 15 minutes for 12 hours. MT depolymerisation in Fig.420

S1A was observed in time-lapse movies containing Z-stacks421

(5 slices with step size 0.5 µm) acquired every 12.5 s for 20422

min. The growth rates of divided daughter cells in Fig. S3A423

and Fig. S3B was imaged with Z-stacks (5 slices with step424

size 0.5 µm) every 15 min for 12 h.425

Image and data analysis. Images were analysed using426

Fiji/ImageJ (29). The curvatures in Fig. 2C were measured427

by drawing an ROI around the perimeter of the cell and using428

the curvature_radius.bsh script for ImageJ (O. Burri, EPFL)429
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that takes a selection and computes the radius of curvature430

progressively for the whole perimeter of the shape. The cur-431

vature values and cell lengths were normalised in order to432

plot the mean and standard deviations. The total curvature433

was obtained by computing the sum of curvature values for a434

cell.435

The MT polymerisation and depolymerisation rates were436

obtained by measuring the angle of the slopes (θ) from ky-437

mographs generated by drawing a line along a growing or438

shrinking MT and using the following formula:439

x

y
= tanθ× pixel size

time interval (sec)
×60

Where:440

x: is the MT length in µm441

y: is the time in min442

The MT elongation time was calculated from the kymo-443

graph by measuring the time from the onset of polymerisa-444

tion to a catastrophe event. The rate of catastrophe was ob-445

tained from the reciprocal of the mean elongation time. The446

nuclear dynamics were obtained by thresholding the nucleus447

from time-lapse videos in ImageJ to obtain the nuclear cen-448

troid, and drawing an ROI around the cell perimeter to get449

the cell centroid. Then the euclidian distance between the 2450

centroids was then calculated.451

The nuclear velocity in Fig. S2D by measuring the eu-452

clidean distance between the nuclear positions in successive453

frames. MT pivoting was measured as the difference in the454

angle of the MT from one frame to another.455

Statistics and plotting. Data were checked for normality456

using the chi2gof function in Matlab. Then, to test the sta-457

tistical significance of the difference between distributions458

we used ordinary one-way ANOVA for parametric data and459

Kruskal-Wallis test or Mann-Whitney test for non-parametric460

data. Levene’s test for equal variances was used to compare461

the variances of non-parametric distributions in Fig. 5B and462

C. All plots were generated using Matlab (Mathworks Corp.).463

The figures were organised and prepared in Illustrator.464
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